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Appli4ations of

Applications of Social Psychology in Police7CovmunityNRelations"

The present,paper concentrates on techniques Which can improye

citizen attitude toward police. The approach taken evplves out

0f_social 1!)ychology, in which there has been Over half b. century
40

.of research in attitude change processes. Unfortunately,:this

resource base has beelkinfrequently utilized by the police system.

Laboratory and field studies have established certain factors as

augmenters of positive attitudes. Additionally, several

theoretical ,approaches have evolved. This paper will explore

practical 'applications of these factors alal. theoikids. which have

been andf which could be employed. For purposes of the pap(jr, the

study ofatepersonaf.attraction (attitudes toward individuals)

and helping behavior (assisting thers) are included within the

broader Area of attitude chhng.e.
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Interpersbual Attraction

(CertAii factors
T
e,able to promote positive interpersonala .

action4 The'puxTiOs here is not to incAude and fully discuss
,

. -7 lay .6. if_'Vie "pible abpip>efiot*of.'eabh. Rather, it is to out s
,

.
,wide rangeaf taCVorf _which .might be -practically

( );If ' _ 7,,,"

ekplo*d4 The hope is tOret suchl;;:smplomeneivill.

ttitude tow'ar'd police becauSe alicre'apescth'e :policecitizen's

officer's tbrpersonal attractiveness. °

.
.

The- most researchedelicitor of positivi attraction is the .

-'possession-of attitudes and traits which are similar to those of
. -

theindividual whom you want to attract. The phenomenon is stable
0,

enough that the degree of attraction for another, is related
,

linearly to the propOrtibn of similar attitudes between the

individuals (Byrne. & Nelson, 1965).
)

,

An Organization 'for Economic Oppcirtupity study concluded that
,/ 14.

it was a necessity in some situations to place more Blacks on the

.....1)
Police fdrceto'improve "sdlice responsiveness to ghetto

Iv definitions of police roles, functions, and accountability to the
r

community" (Kelly, 197, p. 57) ( The effectiveness of such a policy

can be viewed simply in terms of'similarity of traits and attitudes.

A,Black citizen will be more attracted to someone similar in traits

(race) and someone whom the citizen believes probably has_similar

attitudes. It-is the belief that another has similar attitudes

(be.it true or not) that enhances attraction

Such a factor can be utilized,. in several ways. In police
,'

community meetings or media cam7aigns, police should express

agreement with current citizen beliefs. The effects of

attitudinal similarity was seen in San_Francisco's"Police. and

Com*Inity Enterprise" project-(Eisenburg, 1973). After group
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discussion,

,

citizens composed of severaltypelsiich as idack
V

youth groups and addicts, showed a 27' 7'ro risAi affirmative, ,',

response to. the question: "Do you peTsonally,,reslielot most policemen

the neighborhood?" group discussions centered around'

r
. presentationeobf attitudes trring- h&'about the other grob.p an

promoting understanding o dix 4erging'views. Adtionally, in any. ,

form of interaction' with citizens (day-to-day interaction, group
. .

meetings, high school visits)folice should express views
o

similar to those of its constitApncy, be'ittalking about footb 11,

cooking, taxes, ,TIlatever. Hopefully this can be done within: t

limits of sincerity. Such conversation,' though seemingly tr ial,

can be a base on which cooperation on more law-enforcement elated

jmatters can b9 establis ed.The more traits which police s are with
. ( /

'-,.

the-particular constituency they patrol, the more likely *hey will
( /

be favorably looked upon. This fact should be considered when
_

making geographical orqask-related placement of officers.

I. A
--,:fiesearch has also es,tablished that individuals are more

*
attracted to those, with whom they are in more frequent contact.

For example, the morecontact a student had with an individual in

an apartment 6-mplex, the more likely the student would become

a friend of that person (FestingerliSchacter & Back, 1950),. This

factor has been employed in seVral 1,,,s by polIce'l though it may
z-

7.

Alitnot have been done so purposely. 0 roject which successfully

changed citizen (student) attitudes involved citizen-police rap

sessions, joint dinners, encounter 'groups, and,squad car rides
t

(Diamond & Lobitz, 19,74). An underlying feature of these

activities is greater contact between police and rtizen.

Parker (1974) , Kellam3 (1971), and Lipsitt and Stcir- r (1969)

report su' 'essful tttitude change through joint police-co
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disCussions. The target groups for the three studies were ghetto
,

residenitS4 ghetto residents and comiumnity leaders, respective/y.

More. dxtended Ilse of this contact hypothesis can be made. Thi

.MOrepblicer.coMmunity activities the better, even those not relevant
. _

tO:critereiated-matters. Thd clOser-the patrol officers: 1 to the

,citizen the .better, e.g.,walking on the beat and conversing

rather than riding in cars. ..A potentially very beATcial plan

would have polig living within the area they patrol.' Short of this,

it would be'adVisable for:police to be involved in non-crime related

dommunity_pctivities.
o

Another factor promoting positive interpersonal feeling is

"reci.procal liking," i.e., we like those who like us .(Backman &

Secord, 1959). BY going through sensitivity,sessicins on their

bwn, police have learned to be more sensitive and friendly toward

citizens .(Bata, 1975). Such sensitivity co;lhotedto ci izens tiat

the officer likes them and is. concerned for them:- The ult is,
.

that the citizen likes the policeman mgrs.., Police-community up

sessions may also allow" police to .expresb feelings of liling to
t

citizens. Psychological studies also ftow'thatindividtaals.tend,

to reciprocate actions--in this case, sensitivity ana friendliness
!I

(Berkowitz, 1973). Thus in evJryday interaction, the more the police

!show concern and liking for-tlie citizen the)pore these actions will

be reciprocated. Certainly such expressio of friendliness can

be expressed in the general tone of all commpication directed

toward citizens. , It would be h'6Ded that s expressions' of liking

and friendliness could be given sincerely r 'ather than as standard

behavior the officer is ordered to follow. The police siould

find several ofthe principles outlined in "this paper applicable

to changing attitudes (within its own rankli toward cit zens..
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As might be expected, We like those who provide us with

'rewards, and.benefies(111,pltui & 01C;ak, 1970): A less obVioue fact,

is that wepare attracted to individuals in the 1..esence of whom we

have been rew ed, even if those persons 1.;re not involved qi.;1,1i '

in the providing of the reward. For example, in one experiment

46ertain members Of a children's group were given car models by

,the ex7erimenter while.'orthers wer4 not. Those children receiving

models gave higher attractiveness ratings to other. group members

than did those children not receiving rewards (Lott & Lott, 19(0).

The best way to reward the citizen is to provide services the

citizOn desires., 'The 0E0 study previously,cited fotbad that most

citizens desired police officers to be crime stoppers, not social

workers (Kelly, 1975). This does not mean that police should not

interact sensitively with citizens; it merely means that citizens

state that they want the police to fight crimes and not to be social

workers. This is,true even though the vast majority of actual calls

to police are of a social service nature (Cumming, Cumming &
4:-

Edell, 1964. Thus citizens do want the police to be crime

'stoppers, but their day-to-day interaction is soften of ,a s al'.

service nature. Obviously, reducing crimes would rew d t

citizen and would result in changed-qttitudeq toward police. 1314

in a sense this is putting the cart before the horse. One

reason we seek to.change citizen attitudes i6 so that citizens will
,, --i-,

that

b more helpful to police in the preven-bion of crimes.
, We do not

seek to prevent crimes in order to change 'citizen attitudes. But
4

t17 technique of providing rewards can be used iilanother-way to

change citizen attitudes. The police can surve and thef fulfill
ef.

non-crime related- services which cAiien.5 both -`say they desire, and'

those they actually call the police about. Perhaps if other ,
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deired neyds are met, Citizens' attitudes will change endugh so that

various benefits of good police-Community relatiOns will te gained,

including cooperatip for ci.imp-elated Some.training

programs have centered on police learning how to

(Bard.& Zar4er, 11371).ojanowicz and Dixon (197

handle-family violence

4) suggest that poliCe

should-be disseminators of information. The ifformatin might to

-warding off rape, proteeting property, or getting citizen patrols to

watch the stre-ets. Such a "blockwatcher" program was established in

St. Louis. Many citizen:problema can be handled' more, Personally and

..
-

expeditiously through informal storefront operations (as in St. Louis)

or-by nem-gun-toting community servi;e officers. A police-School

liaison program operated in Flint, Michj.gan, L'which police acted as

combinatiok law enforcbrs and cOunselors(TrojanowiCzpixon,1974).

Sponsoring movies and dances4
,

or having a group of singing policemen who

perform at local schools and community
4

friends than the services listed above.

ctions, may even win more

0

Police can also utilize the fact that we are attracted to those in

the presence of whom we have teri rewarded. Officers should be more evi-
.

.

dent as, community members at neighborhood sporting events;, parties,

4111.Vazaars, etc. By beipg associited-wfth reward givers, police can also
4

'make Apvorable impressions. For example, the Holland, Michigan, Police

Department, had a "Community Service Unit Program" in which they became

the liaison between citizens Ad the various community service programs

in the city (Trojanowicz &.Dixan, 1974). The police ha4e long been--

asqociated with the Boy Scouts and the Boys Clubs.

That a-Willingness (by police) to provide greater services

leaa to fahange in citizen attitudes and eventually to a reduction in e-

cri2eis reflected in the sc-c'alled "community service" approach to

crime control (Wilson, 1975). Such an ;approach involves officers who

patrol small ;areas and attempt to learn'ther-rea and to more fully,
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interact with and meet the needs ofethe citizens thtin tvdditidnally
,

occurs. Th;e. community_service.approadh "is Based o the qamiUMlotion
4 . -

that if ofel-cerl'are encouraged to recoie ami]Apr,with the

meighborhoods in which they work and to<talie larger responsibilities
.

st

following through on citizens' quests for assistance as well as .on
re
41'w-f''

rY" 4

4f
.

complaints of crime, they will n the co dence of those whom they'
, 4. ,

_

Are'to protect and thgreby elicit morevcooperative apsistance.friim
.,

the public- and better intelligence about- -criminal activitil s" (Wilson, .

tr

1975, Pp. 90-91): Such pro ams'have been successful in reducIg

criMe;in those areas of-Cincinnati, Ohio, 'and Rochester, New York, in

which they were emplbyed. In Cincinnati., nearly 90% of,,the'citizens:in
_

the experimental districts stated in interviews thatthe police

"handled various incidents in a good or very good manner" (Wilson,

'075, P. 95).
0

But similar type programs are net always successful in producing
.

attitude change,: In a middle sized Northeastern city, a tweyear

project entitled "Crime. Con*ol Team" was condlicted, It resulted in

no difference in attitue ch.anges toward police between thos% districts

'employing and those not emoldYin5 the project. Such a failure should

leak us to study such'programs thoroughly until we determine the best

real 'life application of tile empirically. based principles discussed

in the,paper.

The above discussion has centered on many possible-services the

police' could provide'. No comment'has been' made on the still raging

controversy over the proper role-of the police (Roberg, 1976). The view
,

here is that as long as the police are performing non-crlme related

trsks thatthe'fullest extent-should be made Of them in imptoving

police - community relations.
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AnotheF elicitor a attraction- is physical attre:ctiveness . It often "p_
7 4,/

4
... a

voutweighs Seipingly more important factors such as intelligcneA and
-. , . , lc'

maxioue,ppisonality }tits (Walster, et. al.; 1%6)..Police uniform
.

, . .
. ,

char gst made -in Menlo Park', California, contributed to attitude

changes- which were ,reflected in.a survey (Tenielc & Cizanckies, 1976).
e

Wicks4(104) presents recommendations he believes police departitens.

should foll6w. Several fall within the catenory of improyi g physic

atti-activeness,,!e.g., training oOicers to have' good postur ,,Ao be

healthy;Z,to sPeak with good clear voices. Grooming Said weight

standards sho4d add,torphysicaV'attraetiveness. The issue oft -physical

attractiveness .s ms trivial, yet research has shown its importance '

in interpersonsil attraction, > As stated by Baron, et. al. (1974):

"Beauty is only skin deep, but people pay a lot of attention -to.

r.
skin". ( . . ,f .

...

ly, individUals are attracted to others who self-- disclose,

who reveal' per6nal informationabout theilselves. One stud.):,

fi

found that the higher the degree of self,disclOsurev'the 'greater was

the. attraction (Worthy, Gary & Kahn, 1969). Encounter groups promote

self-disclosur& knd they haveibeen successfully employed to change
. \ ,( ,

citizen attitudes (Diamond & Lobitz-, 1973).,Any.gx.oup meetings between
....,

police and citizens could leave opportunities for police"to

self-disclose to a certain degree. It may involve rap sessionsv dinners,

olice-community football games, whatever. In me4a, cailapraigns,../'
, & \

police could talk in(human terms of. the problems they go through d - .

. . .

of.thep#de they feel when doing a good job.
,t

)Helping Behavior /

-4

.;"

Going haft in hand with cieen fat titudechange-is the' attempt to
i

gainArect S,44 from-he citizen in various activities, (such as

comvitting cripe) . Berkowitz, in his eitensive,review,p;f the' (
f in
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literatue, disctisses severalisfactor8 which mediate help ng,behavior:

clokti3Orl'us, parttcula; mcods, reward's, and Modelth (aex;.11co tz, 1973)..
.

., / ..

e'concliides.that some behavior derive's; from the oral notion, of

s cial resnons bility. moral norm eliciting more helf,ing haVior is

that o reciprOcAy i.e., we fee,1 we should help _those who help us. ,

We are

feel

needs

.in th

alkmore likely to.r1p,others'if we.are_4ther in a good mood,

ilty about some situation, or feel empathy .for - someone who

help'. Helping behavior whidia is rewarded is more likely. to occur.

1-' 3

future.` ly, we are mdrelikely to Aelp o214V.i.s if' we firste\-

\6>.
0 ,

witn ss a helping,pction by ano.eher. Applications of these four factors

arp discussed beldw. .

- several police !projects have involved joint poli.oe-citizen role

playing procedures, Such projecte_usually involve members of each group-.

ac the typical behavior pattern the Other group
r i .,.

.

everyday police-citizen interaction. For cit tens, such
.
.,. . ___ .

,..

promotes empathy if or the .policeman and thus Should' lead

must empLoy in

role playing

to more

helping behavior. Police attitudes ehould,also clyange, and thistshould

lead to reciprocal actions:from-citiens.. .

:...--
/ _

....a

,
A.successful -pro-sect ii\ Syracuse involved mutual role'playing,-project

, P"

(Parker,. 1974). A
.

projeet.in Houston was a.contributing factor to the
,

prevention of riots in June of 1968 (Sikes, 1969). 'Procedures consisted

t--
k .

oft role playing, 73sychodrama, and a confrontation between citizens

,

i
, ,

And police n which each presented the other with statements. /

.concerning images-of themselves and of the other group. In pint,
.1

Michigan, each group:paA.icipated in role playing of "critical,'

'incidents" which occurbetween:citizens and police,' and which'often

escaltefto conflict (Trojahowicz & Dixon, 1974). Though it was not

4

/-

formally evaluatedI,a citizen-police role playing venture in 1962,1p&

Houston Mayor Welch to st,pte that the Droject'resultcd i fewer.
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i

o

. .
. .

apolice-abuse 'complaints and general feeling of lessening hostility
.

4 .

IA police-community. ,ancounters.
.

In addition to'role-playing, av,sessions Mhich involve self

'

. ,

disclos re,suchts'encounter groups between police and citizens.

(Diamond & liobitzi 1973),will.probably lead to More feelings of empathy

and more he ping behavior:-
0

- Helping ehavioi could also be gained by instilling feelings of
_ .

guilt within the citizen for not assisting the police in their

activities._This"approach could. be tried within.-.a media. campaign. The

-oampaiWocould,establish a sense of responsibility .for. helping police

and a sense of guilt if'the responsibilityis not taken-. Theneed to'

train citizens to_aSsume responsibility in law enforcement was

recommended by an 0E0- report (Kelly, 1975):.

Research tras showit that a moral norm of social responsibility will

elicit helping behavior. Perhaps it can be aroused for law enforcement.

pur,poses:--The moral. norm of reciprocity might also be employed., By

emphasizing the efforts put forth by police (and of ti14 help .they

deserve), there is a gl'eater likelihood of receiving help. ;These

moral norm feelings experienced by citizens coAO.d-be better.

channelled into helping behavior if the polide made avai,lable the exact

procedures citizens ShOuld follow. in order to help. 1 ,

Following another psychological principle,' the more the helping

action can be rewarding on its own to the citizen, the more likel

such an action will be taken-(Thibaut & Kelly, 1959Y. Pedestkans w re

more likely to give,dliections to a stranger if they had been

previously praised rather than rebuked for taking a helping action

earl' r in the .day (Bsy.pn, Byrne & Griffit, 1974) . Thus the more

the c tzen believes .an sction will bring praisevor material

bene its the more likely help will be given. 14;
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11
Finally,- citizens will, more likely aid poliO if thy have a

)model to follow. DemOntrations of citizens' helping can be

.

_emphasized in media ieports. , Direct observation of one'.s own
4

.community-meml;erb.helping police would probably,ioemorta effective:

If Only a*few-eitizens in an area could be motiVatedto openly

-display continual helping behavior, the d of others

reaponding'would be greatly enhanced. As seen from the above

-
, .

paragraphs, little beyond the use of Tole playing '(which promotes

-I''

.-,empathy) has been applied to increase the likelihood of citizen helping.

behavior:

Theories'pf Attitude Change ,

Though this section ,/,11 deal with general pleories of attitude

._ch..4ge, the emphasis will remglin practical applications rather' than

theoretical debate. No attempt is made to present alternative

theoretical expl.Nnarons for any particular application presented. Also,

the purpose again is not to fully explore each idea, but to lay oUt the

possibilities for application. Four major theoretical frameworks

rerr' rding attitude change will be covered. The practical applications
45

discussed below attempt to apply the theoretical principles in ways

they would prol)ebly have the most success.

Cof-,nitivo dissonance theory states that whenever one has two

cognitions which are in confli_ct, one experiences dissonance

(Himmelfarb & Eagly, 1974). As an ecample, an indivi I will

experience cor7litive dissonance if he or she believes cigarettes are

bad, but also is aware they smoke three packs of cigarettes a day.

Dissonance is an unpleasant state which a person iittempts to alleviate.

This can be done by changing an attitude.. One studxhad role-
IMF

playing subjects advocate that people should stop smoking. (Janis &

Mann, 1965). The'reult was that these subjects changed their

lilltitude more concerning stopping smoking than did subjects. hearing
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the, same information about smokinfi, via a taped message. This result '1

`supports cognitive dissonance theory for the following reason. It is

'dissonant to be a smoker and to advocate the stopping of smoking at

.the,ame time. Dissonance can be reduced by deciding to stop

smoking. Thus cogglktive dissonance can cap attitude change;

A study by !,Parker (1974 successfully -employed role playing to

change attitudes toward pOlice. The disSonance principle can be

applied within media campaigns. Two dissonant cognitions might. be

emphasi#ed in a broadcast message. For example, it might be

emphasized how much people desire crime to be
*

stopped, yet how they do

t

,yery little about it Any situation which allows the police to bring

conflicting cognitions into the mind's of citizens presents a ripe

opPortUnity for attitude change.

Several versions of learning theory try to explain attitude change.

The one presented briefly here is that of Hovland and his.associates

(Himmelfarb & Eagly, 1974) . The fundamental principle ;.s. that in

order for -an attitude to change there must be incentive to do so. in

other words, there must be-rewarding consequences if the change is to.

ibe made. Hovland was able to show that in any persuasion attempt,

certain factors were the best mediators of attitude change. Hovland

manipulated varialqesconcerning the'communicatorlthe message, and

the situation." He found that as he man'ipUlated the rewarding value

of these variables he affected the degree of attitude change. .The

present paper deals only with the communicator variable. As might be

expected, studies have found that sources higher in credibility produic

more attitude change. For example, statements about atomic subliarines

'produced more attitude change when they were attributed to Robert

Oppenheimer rather than to Pravda (Hovland & Weiss, 1950).

Additionally, attitude. change is promOted when communicators speak

against their own interests; such as whi

1 4

criminals advocated giving
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.111ore power to the courts (Walster, et.al., 1966).

oHoviand's learning theory seems most applicable to spee esf about

the polide or.medie campaigns. One should use communicators who have
,...

high efedibirity in the community, possibly community leaders4 In

Detroit, a radio,rannpuncer well respected in the Black community

conducted a program'entitled "Buzz the Fuzz" in which the police)

commissioner and citizens received phone-in complaints. Communicators

who seemingly have no reason to support the police would also be

valuable ,to have. ,One4 might use convicted criminals, individuals who

have 'oeen mistreated by police, or people Who still support th6 police

although they have been robbed and never recovered their money.

Social judgement theory states that indiyiduals exposed to new

information onan,issue always judge that information in relation to

their existing view on the issue. Their existing attitude is an anchor

agriinst which new information is evaluated (Himmelfarb & Eagly, 197/0

'Information too discrepant froth the old attitude is rejected and no
J

.attitude change occurs. Such information is Within the so-called

latitude of rejection. Information totally discrepant may even cause

the attitude to change in the opposite direction. The more the

.information is discrepant from the existing attitude', but still within

the latitude of acceptance, the'greater is the attitude change. The

theory has gained empirical support (Hovland, Harvey & Sherif, 1957).

As with learning theory, social judgment theory is probably most

applicable to speeches or media c.mpaigns. For example, before addressing

an audience, one needs to know the existing attitude toward police

which the group has. The speechfihould only present views within the

latitude.of acceptance. The main point to be stressed is tha

standard speech or media presentation is not the right policy

...follow. One must investigate the pre-existing attitude.



The functional theory of attitude char' is tbe finalone to be
14

covered. The variant ofthe theory o be,Dresented he is that of

Katz (Himmelfarb & Eagly, 1974)., The basic principle i (that

individuals hold attitudes for dillkent reasons. This must be taken
, .

into account in attitude change attempt Any individual attitude

serves onejr more of four possible functions. It may' sere an

instrumental function, i.e., to gain rewards or minimize punishment.

It can serve a knowledg function7-1-to niaintain a stable, structured

world. It may serie an.ego-defensive ftnction, i.e., to protect the

individual from pisychological threat, such as repressed unconscious

impulses. Or it may 'serve a valUe expressive function; that is, to allow

the individual to express his or her views and values. Attitude. change

is more effective if such information is taken into account. For

example, Wagman (1955) found that those high in ego-defensiveness

changed their prejudicial attitudes *re with authoritarian

suggestigns than with attempts to.4esitructure the logic of the

indiViduals.

Functional-theory can be applied in a manner analogokt to that of

social jucirement theory.. Before attitude change is attempted, one

should gain information concerning why the group or individual holds

their present attitude. For example a group, of intellectuals may

hold their opinion of police for valU6 expressive purposes.. Possibly

their Principal frimiliarity with police comes from reading. If this

grpup were being addressed, it would probably be best to have an-appeal i4

I

Mf an informatic,nal nature. As another example, some individuals may

not help police,. out of fear of criticism or physical attack. Thus the

attitude and behavior serve. an instrumental function. To change the

attituae, one may need to-orpress the' rewards, including a reduction

in fear, that would be gained by au attitudinal and behavioral change

toward police.
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.1(1 to earlier clentionec -imental techniques" such as role

playing,encounter groups,and discussion groups,it iswwithin.theformat of
0

lectures (speeches) and printed material that the principles of learning,

functional,and social judgement theory can te.st be applied.Because of the

dramatic procedures and fictive individual involvement of the experimental

-Cechniques,they widl usually resuy6 in some degree of attitude change*The

success of such techniques was seen 9arlier in the paper.Attitude change in

lecture 9rientcd programs involving citizens and/or police has been less> ,

successful.

Lecture oriented programqin Washington,D.C., and Muskeum,Nichigan,
6

were unsuccessful:in attempts to change police attitudes toward citizens

(Trojanowicz &,,Dixon, 1974). As opposed to the droALatic and' participatory

'experimental techniques,it is important taht the principles estahlished in the

attitude change theories -Le)adhered to fairly' closely to besuccessful.In

the Y:uskegILI pAject,policc attitudes changed toward-MexicanAmericans hut
,

not 'toward Blacks, after :slice heard lecthres concerning the history and

other' aspects of the,se two mi,nority groups.The attitudes toward Blacks even

worsened for some officers,Yerha2s the ,initial attitude toward Blacks and
J

Axic4Americans were such that the car :c type arguments used in both

c>.7-

k fell within the 1p7U of acceptance concerning Eexican --

,but 'within the lat!,itdo of rejection concerning Blacks.Not all -

entod program have been unsuccessful.Derbyshire (1963) described

fft. 'attitude chan-c toward police inthird grade students.

Conclusions, Comments and Cautions

It is -41korient to note once more that this Paper does not attempt to

go deeply tint.o all possible attitud4 change techniquos.It is an introduction

which sets forth a realm of possibilities found within tho research area of
,.

attitude change. 1
k

Thus it is hoped that the aa
*
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Interested in the concepts expressed would either check the

available literature or consult with someone who is familiar with the

researdh.

In establishing an attitude change campaign there is neI to adapt

to the situation and to plan thoroughly ahead. This is true regarding

large scale media campaigns and day- -to day citizenpoliceeinteraction.

They need to plan ahead was seen several times in the paper. The social

A

judgement and functional theories require investigation of existing

attit44es before changes can be made. Other information can also be
4 -----,

investigated, such as the type rewards citizens desire of police.

The campaign employed mu:st also adapt to the sttuation,involved;.

among Other things, it crust consider what type citizens arei_nlrolved

(e.g., socio economic class, how 'bad the situation le, what resources

are available,, what type of attitude or behavior change is desired,

and what is known about the structure and functions of the existing

attitudes. It would be helpful to perpdiCally survey citizens

regarding what they desire of the poli9t. g.40e (1975) found that

while a 1938 survey stresed-detachment ot.poli'ce f'om politics and

outside influence, a 1971 survey stressed citizen desires for mn

citizen influence in the policy formation uw the police.
0

There have been many principles presented in this paper. It requires

thorough planning to decide how these prindiples can best be applied

±L,.

in a ?articular situation. Anitionally, only certain principles

may be-applicable in a FiVen :Jetlof.circumstances. For example, as

Wilson (1975) contends, certain segments of the ghetto community

will just not participate in many of the traditional community

BUt with t'roper application, m f the principles

.cfescr4ed in this paper can be employed in changing the attitudes of ,

ghetto minority citizens. In San Francisco, a FOR unit was
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established which took action such as informing citizens of their

rights helping citizens gain jobs, spending time /'with youth, and

taking coMplaints. This enabled the PCR unit to g ain the confidence of
/

many minority group members (Skolnick, 1968). The above Tions employ

several of the principles outlined in the paper, e.g., providing

rewards, expressihg empathy and respect (liking), and instituting

greater friendly contact with citizens. Unfortunately; due to

conflict within the police department and other outside circumstancesl,

the program loSt it effectiveness. Also,- two projects discussed

earlier (Parker, 1974; Kellam, 1971) resulted in attitude change,of.

ghetto residents.

Many specific programs employ-321,z. principles described in the.paper

may be employed, e.g., role playing sessions, police-community
4

-meetings, and revised media campaign. BUt there must also be an

overall training of officers so that their individual interaction.

with citizens promotes positive attraction.

In the view of the author there is onc most.

effec. sote positive attraction and h .ng behavior toward

pOlice.. It requires that the police officer live within the area in

which he he works. .SUch a policy utilizes-several of the factors which

promote positive attraction and helping behavior. There will bs

greater Physical proximity and thus more attraction. Among other

Opportunities, there is more chance for the police to self disclose,

to show they like the citizen, rind to show they hold many attitudes

similar to that of the citizen. Additionally, a citizen is more likely

to model the actions of a fellow community member than a police

outsider. In general any technique which involves police-citizen;

-contact will allow many opportunities for positive interaction to
-419.

1 ..afr
develop:' 1 )
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duld be advisable for

police to work with a psychologist (or psychoi4giSt-oriminiologist). well

versedintheprinciplesoutlined-inthepape'r*.Additionally, it may

not suffice to,use only one or two of the px44ciples to change

ingrained attitudinal patths. This,is the tack now empl$yed by

those who do run police-community pf grams. It requires, employing the

principles as effectively as research/indicates they can be employed.

Finally, it will require moie widespread usewithin the community,
/

d-i.e., more citizens must be involved, an Rare often. As described in
I,

the paper, the techniques, and principles expour ded upon have been
4

successfully employed both in the laboratory and Vn irice-community

relations progrk.,m5. If there is a lack of a general improvement of

citiZen attitudes toward police, it can very well be attributed to the

'above points.

Finally, several cautions ar,. , order. Research in attitude change

is not as clear cut in its conclusions as might appear from this Paper.

Sometimes there are intervening variables which make it necessary to

modify one's conclusions .bout another factor. For example, it was

stated earlier that if one expresses liking for another, that the

liking is reciprocated. Research has shown that if the- liking actions'

are seen as insincere, the ambunt of reciprocated liking will be less

(Insko & Schopler, 1972). Thus one should fully investigate'the

:research concerning the particular,principles,to be employed.

A sec nd caution is one which is always relevant to laboratory

results. Will thefindings be applicable to real life situations?

Fortunately,, some f the findings discussed here have been conducted in

'field settings. A ditionally, many principles have already been

utilized in police p,rOgrams. But with,those -factors that have been

studied only in th laboratory, it maY be necessaryto first do testing

n Onnlcs_ 2 0 a
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